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The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of nonuni-
form attenuation on relative quantification in brain SPECT and to
compare the ability of the Chang and Sorenson uniform attenuation
corrections (UACs) to achieve volumetric relative quantification.
Methods: Three head phantoms (dry human skull, Rando and
Radiology Support Devices (RSD) phantoms) were compared with a
human head using a gamma camera transmission CT (yTCT)
SPECT system and x-ray CT. Subsequently, the RSD phantom's
brain reservoir was filled with a uniform water solution of ""Tc, and

SPECT and yTCT data were acquired using fanbeam collimation.
The attenuating effects of bone, scalp and head-holder in individual
projections were determined by an analytical projection technique
using the SPECT and yTCT reconstructions. The Chang UAC used
brain and head contours that were segmented from the yTCT
reconstruction to demarcate its attenuation map, whereas the
Sorenson UAC fit slice-specific ellipses to the SPECT projection
data. For each UAC, volumetric relative quantification was mea
sured with varying attenuation coefficients (MS)of the attenuation
map. Results: Gamma camera transmission CT and x-ray CT scans
showed that the dry skull and Rando phantoms suffered from a
dried trabecular bone compartment. The RSD phantom most
closely reproduced the attenuation coefficients of the human yTCT
and x-ray CT scans. The analytical projections showed that the
attenuating effects of bone, scalp and head-holder were nonuniform
across the projections and accounted for 18%-37% of the total
count loss. Volumetric relative quantification was best achieved with
the Chang (zero iterations) attenuation correction using the head
contour and /x = 0.075 cm 1; however, cortical activity was found

to be 10% higher than cerebellar activity. For all UACs, the optimal
choices of M were experimentally found to be lower than the
recommended 0.12 cm 1for brain tissue. This result is theoretically

supported here. Conclusion: The magnitude of errors resulting
from uniform attenuation corrections can be greater than the mag
nitudes of regional cerebral blood flow deficits in patients with
dementia, as compared with normal controls. This suggests that
nonuniform attenuation correction in brain SPECT imaging must be
applied to accurately estimate regional cerebral blood flow.
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IVegional cerebral blood flow has been measured using
SPECT to aid in diagnosing dementias, such as Alzheimer's

disease (1,2). Conventional filtered backprojection, however,
provides reconstructions that are not relatively quantitative, that
is, the counts-to-pixel ratios from two different regions do not
accurately represent the ratio of radioactivity in the correspond
ing anatomical locations. The major hindrance to quantification
is attenuation, or the absorption of gamma rays. Attenuation
reduces lesion contrast, producing "hot-rim" artifacts (3), and
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generally results in an underestimation of radiopharmaceutical
concentration.

Many attenuation correction methods exist (4-7), each mak

ing different assumptions regarding the distribution of radioac
tivity or attenuation properties of the medium in which the
radiopharmaceutical is present. Notwithstanding the conditions
of brain SPECT, in which the radiopharmaceutical is distributed
within a homogeneous medium (the brain) that is completely
surrounded by an outer medium of different composition (the
skull), it remains debatable as to whether this outer medium
needs to be considered when correcting for attenuation. Turk-
ington et al. (8) have shown that the attenuating effects of a dry
skull are negligible and suggest that a uniform attenuation
correction (UAC) is sufficient. Investigators, using experiments
(9), simulations (10,11) and clinical trials (12), have found,
however, that attenuating effects due to bone make peripheral
quantification difficult, particularly adjacent to regions of thick
bone.

This work experimentally measured the effects of attenuation
in brain SPECT using an anthropomorphic phantom and deter
mined the accuracy with which a UAC can achieve volumetric
relative quantification. This study was done in three parts.
Several head phantoms were compared to in vivo human scans
using two imaging modalities: gamma camera transmission CT
(J3) (yTCT) and x-ray CT. After selection of the phantom that

best represented the in vivo conditions, attenuating effects in
individual projections were determined by an analytical projec
tion technique. The Chang (4) and Sorenson (5) UACs were
then compared because they are in wide clinical use by
companies such as General Electric, Siemens, Picker, Elscint
and ADAC. Finally, in the Appendix, we show that the optimal
attenuation coefficient used in UAC for brain SPECT is highly
dependent upon skull thickness.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments
Three different phantoms were evaluated in this study: a dry

human skull, the nine superior slices of a Rando phantom (Alder-
son Research Laboratories, Long Beach, CA) and a Radiology
Support Devices (RSD) prototype head phantom (Radiology Sup
port Devices, Inc., Long Beach, CA). The Rando phantom is an
axially-sectioned human skull, embedded within synthetic isocya-
nate rubber (14), that mimics the attenuation effects of soft tissue
and is designed for dosimetry measurements. The RSD head
phantom is an artificial skull enclosed within material that mimics
soft tissue, including ears, nose and neck. In this study, a remov
able single-compartment brain reservoir was used. A small air
space was noticed between the skull enclosure and brain reservoir;
this was filled with water-equivalent gelatin.

The attenuation coefficient distributions of the human skull,
Rando and RSD phantoms were measured using x-ray CT and
yTCT. The phantoms were imaged with x-ray CT (High Speed
Advantage RP; General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) at 120 kVp and
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reconstructed into 512 X 512 axial tomographs, each being 3 mm
thick and having a 250-mm field of view (FOV). The yTCT system
has been previously described in detail (13). It consists of a SPECT
system (Starcam 400AC; General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) with a
fanbeam collimator (Nuclear Fields, Des Plaines, IL), having a
600-mm focal length and 1.5-mm flat-to-flat hexagonal hole width.
A frame was mounted onto the collimator that held a collimated
99mTc line source along the focal line of the collimator. The

collimation of both the line source and detector minimizes scatter;
hence, the system measures narrow-beam attenuation coefficients.
A 128-projection dataset, equally spaced over 360Â°,was acquired
with a 160-mm radius of rotation. Each projection was 128 X 128
pixels and had a 409.6-mm FOV. An energy window of 20%,
centered on the 99mTcphotopeak of 140 keV, was used. The scan

was reconstructed into the object plane, which had a 265-mm FOV
and 2.1-mm2 pixels. All transmission projections were corrected

using decay, energy, uniformity and linearity correction files.
Projections were prefiltered with a Hann filter, with a cutoff
frequency of 1.56 cm"1, and reconstructed by filtered backprojec-

tion.
The in vivo human x-ray CT scan was acquired with the same

parameters indicated above. Gamma camera transmission CT
scanning time, however, was shortened when only 64 projections,
each being 40 sec long, were acquired. These parameters are
typical of a clinical scan.

To evaluate the narrow-beam attenuating effects in individual
projections, registered SPECT and -yTCT images of the RSD

phantom were first obtained. The RSD phantom was the phantom
of choice among those listed because it most closely approximated
the in vivo attenuation coefficient distribution. The RSD phantom
was filled with a uniform solution of 450 MBq 99mTcin water, and

a SPECT scan was acquired. The time per projection was 25 sec,
allowing approximately 500,000 counts in the first projection.
Before the yTCT acquisition, the 99mTc solution within the

phantom was allowed to decay over a period of 58 hr. The yTCT
scan was then obtained using the parameters indicated above. The
phantom's position remained fixed throughout; thus, both SPECT

and yTCT dataseis were registered.

Analysis
The phantoms were evaluated by comparing the profiles, taken

through yTCT and x-ray CT transverse images, with those of the in
vivo human scans. Comparison was based on quantitative values of
bone narrow-beam attenuation coefficients.

The narrow-beam attenuation effects of the RSD phantom were
evaluated by analytically projecting the transverse SPECT-recon-
structed images and incorporating attenuation by using the regis
tered yTCT-reconstructed images. Although the RSD phantom's

brain reservoir contained a uniform distribution, the raw SPECT
reconstruction was affected by attenuation and, consequently, had
a lower count density in its central regions. Therefore, for this
investigation, the reconstructed SPECT scan was forced to have a
uniform count density throughout the brain: for a given slice, pixels
with intensities greater than 30% of the maximum intensity were
set to unity, and those equal to or below the 30% threshold were set
to zero. The bone, scalp and head-holder (BSH) were segmented
from the original yTCT image (TxBR+BSH) using a software
package (15) to produce a yTCT image containing brain tissue only
(TxBR). Lateral and posterior analytical projections were produced
at the cortical and cerebellar levels using both TxBRand TxBR+BSH.
The nonuniform effects due to BSH were evaluated by dividing
the projections attenuated with TxBR (ProjBR) by the corre
sponding projections attenuated with TxBR+BSH(ProjBR+BSH).
The percentage of count loss due to BSH was estimated to be:

y Proj - y ProJBR
projection projection

y Proj - y ProJBR+BSH
projection projection

X 100%, Eq. 1

where Proj is the unattenuated projection, and the sums are taken
over all pixels in the corresponding projections.

Three UACs were evaluated: the multiplicative Chang (4)
(ChangO), one iteration of the iterative Chang (Chang 1) and the
Sorenson (5). ChangO is a prereconstruction UAC that is analyti
cally exact for a point source of activity, whereas Chang 1 is an
iterative modification that attempts to correct a reconstruction if
multiple or distributed sources are present. The Sorenson prere
construction UAC is an exact solution for a uniform distribution of
radioactivity.

Each UAC requires the demarcation of object contours to define
the attenuation map. The Chang UACs were performed using both
brain contour and head contour (BC and HC, respectively), which
were segmented from reconstructed yTCT data, whereas the
Sorenson method used slice-specific ellipses that were fit to the
SPECT projection data.

The attenuation maps also require the assignment of an attenu
ation coefficient (JLI).Uniform attenuation correction in brain
imaging commonly uses /LA= 0.12 cm"'; this value corresponds to

the broad-beam attenuation coefficient of water, with a 20% energy
acquisition window. There has been debate indicating that this may
not be a suitable choice for n in brain imaging (9,16); therefore,
reconstructions were performed for each UAC using several values
of jx, as follows: 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.075, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15 and
0.19 cm"1. Based on three relative quantification metrics that are

described below, optimal values of p. were selected for each UAC
and contour.

Although the SPECT volume is corrected with a single p. for
each reconstruction, the UACs treat slices as independent. There is,
however, considerable axial variation in the head. Consequently,
by correcting a volumetric dataset with a p. optimized for one
particular slice, reconstructed count densities in other slices may be
undesirably affected. This effect was measured in three ways:

1. In the first method, the coefficient of variation (CoV) of
activity among 450 uniformly spaced cubic regions of inter
est (ROIs) was plotted as a function of p. for each UAC. This
metric would identify the p, that provided the best overall
volumetric relative quantification for each UAC.

2. In the second method, two ROIs were defined in a cortical
slice, then normalized to a ROI in a cerebellar slice and
plotted as a function of p.. Cerebellar normalization is
commonly done in studies dealing with Alzheimer's disease

(2) and receptor imaging (17). This analysis indicates how
optimizing a UAC, for the purpose of improving the accuracy
of relative quantification in one slice, will affect the accuracy
of volumetric relative quantification.

3. Finally, 5-pixel-thick profiles were selected in cortical and
cerebellar slices, and the count density as a function of
position in each profile was fit by least squares to a parabolic
equation of the form: count-density(pixel) = C2(pixel)2 +
C0. C2 measures a UAC's ability to reconstruct uniform

profiles, which is indicated by C2 = 0. A C2 greater than zero

indicates that the count density in the central region of the
head is lower than that near the periphery. Conversely, when
C2 is less than zero, the periphery has a higher count density
than the center. A plot of C2 against p. was constructed to find
the optimal p. for a given slice, defined as that which yields
a uniform profile.
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FIGURE 1. Gamma camera transmis
sion CT head phantom comparison at
the cortical level. Profiles of three
phantoms (â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢,skull; â€”, Rando; â€”,

RSD) were compared with that of a
human (â€”).Both the Rando and skull
showed reduced attenuation coeffi
cients of the skull due to a deterio
rated trabecular bone compartment.
The sample image is that of the hu
man and shows the location of the
ROI from which the profile was taken.

This last metric was used to indicate how selection of an optimal /u.
varies between slices, as well as to confirm the results from the
second metric described above.

RESULTS

Phantom Selection
Gamma camera transmission CT scan profiles for each

phantom are compared with in vivo human scans in Figure 1.
The profiles were taken at the cortical level, beginning posterior
and extending through the skull and into the brain. The bone
attenuation coefficients for the RSD phantom were found to be
closest to the in vivo scans. The bone attenuation coefficients of
both the skull and Rando phantoms were found to be signifi
cantly lower. The higher resolution of the x-ray CT scans (Fig.
2) revealed that this was due to deterioration of the trabecular
bone compartment. In vivo trabecular bone is composed of a
compact bone matrix and fat- or liquid-filled interstices. The
skull and Rando phantoms, however, had dried significantly.

Attenuation in Projections
Registered SPECT and yTCT (TxBR+BSH) scans from a

cortical slice are shown in Figure 3A and B, respectively.
Figure 3C shows posterior Proj, ProjBR and ProjBR+BSH pro

files. Bone, scalp and head-holder were found to account for an
average of 18% of the total count loss due to attenuation in this
projection; BSH attenuation effects are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 3D demonstrates how ProjBR/ProjBR+BSH varies with
position, indicating the effect of BSH to be greater at the
periphery of the projection, where gamma rays must traverse
the skull obliquely. The BSH effect was found to be greatest for
lateral projections at the cerebellar level, where BSH accounted
for 38% of the total counts lost due to attenuation.

Evaluation of Uniform Attenuation Corrections
Figure 4 indicates the BC and HC for cortical and cerebellar

slices. As indicated above, these contours were used for both
ChangO and Chang 1.

The volumetric CoV, as a function of /Â¿,has one global
minimum for each UAC. These minima, as well the variation of
CoV with /a for ChangO-HC, are shown in Figure 5A. ChangO-
HC, with fj. = 0.075 cm"1, was found to be the best overall

UAC because it produced the smallest volumetric CoV, which
was 4.1%. The CoV of the data was statistically limited to
approximately 1%.

The two cortical ROIs, represented in Figure 6B as alpha and
beta, were normalized to the cerebellar ROI, represented as
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FIGURE 2. X-ray CT head phantom
comparison at the cortical level. Pro
files of three phantoms (â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢,skull;
â€”, Rando; â€”,RSD) were compared
with that of a human (â€”)on the plot.
The sample image is of the Rando
phantom and shows the location of
the ROI from which the profile was
taken. This also shows the significant
trabecular bone compartment deteri
oration of the Rando and skull phan
toms and the lack of scalp on the skull
phantom.
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FIGURE 3. Registered (A)SPECT and
(B) ytCT Â¡magesof the RSD phantom
were used to produce analytical pro
jections to investigate the effects of
narrow-beam attenuation. (C) Poste
rior unattenuated projection of image
in A, Proj (â€”);attenuation only due to
brain tissue, ProjBR (â€”);and attenua

tion by both brain and BSH,
ProJBR.BSH(' ' ' ')â€¢(D) Spatial variance

gamma, in Figure 6C. For each UAC, relative quantification is
achieved within the cortical slice when the alpha/gamma and
beta/gamma intersect, at some ju.. This intersection also indi
cates the reconstructed activity of the cortical slice, relative to
the cerebellar slice. Cortical activity, relative to cerebellar, was
most accurately achieved, again, by ChangO-HC, but with ju. =
0.087 cm"1. In this case, the error in relative quantification was

9.5%.
Table 2 indicates the value of ju, that produced the flattest

profiles, as measured by the parabolic equation, for each UAC
in cortical and cerebellar slices. Example profiles for
ChangO-HC and Sorenson are shown in Figure 7. In all cases,
the optimal selection of Â¡JLwas less than the brain tissueattenuation coefficient of /n = 0.12 cm"1. Note that, for all

UACs, the optimal Â¡JLfor the cerebellar slice was lower than that
for a cortical slice.

DISCUSSION

Phantom Selection
Trabecular bone is a composite material consisting of a

matrix of compact bone and water- or fat-filled interstices. Both
natural phantoms, the skull and the Rando, had significantly

TABLE 1
Effects of Attenuation on Individual Projections*

dried in their curing process; hence, their interstices contained
only air. It should be emphasized that, because the yTCT is
unable to resolve in vivo compact bone from trabecular bone,
â€¢yTCTskull attenuation coefficients never reach those of com
pact bone, which is 0.28 cm"1 at 140 keV (Â¡8,19).

The RSD phantom was found to be the most suitable for
investigating the attenuation effects of brain SPECT. The
significant trabecular deterioration of the skull and Rando
phantoms suggests that previous attenuation and scatter mea
surements using skull phantoms (8) have underestimated both
the magnitude and characteristics of skull effects.

Air spaces in the RSD phantom yTCT scan were noticed
between the skull enclosure and brain reservoir, despite signif
icant effort to completely fill them with gelatin. These spaces
can be seen in the lateral and frontal regions of Figure 3B. A

A) Cortical B) Cerebellar

Cortical Cerebellar CoV (%)

Projection Posterior Lateral Posterior Lateral Both

RSD (% total count loss)
RSD (% BSH count loss)

66.6
18.4

58.2
21.3

60.8
31.3

65.3
37.6 33

â€¢Attenuatingeffects were measured by comparing unattenuated projec

tions (Proj) with attenuated projections (ProjBRand ProjBR, BSH).Attenuation
due to the combined brain and BSH was greatest for cortical posterior and
cerebellar lateral projections; however, attenuation due to BSH was found to
be markedly greater for cerebellar lateral than cortical posterior projections.

FIGURE 4. Brain contour (white)and head contour, segmented from a yTCT
scan. These contours defined the uniform attenuation maps used in the
ChangO and Chang! UACs. Note the considerable difference in the contours
for the cerebellar slice.
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FIGURE 5. (A) Volumetric relative
quantification was measured by the
CoV metric. This variation, as a func
tion of /n, is plotted for ChangO-HC

(â€¢).which was found to be the best
UAC. Also indicated are the CoV min
ima for ChangO-BC (D), Chang 1-BC
(*), Changl -HC (â€¢)and Sorenson (+).

(B) Cortical slice that indicates a sub
set of the ROIs from which the CoV
was calculated.

small air gap may also exist at the back of the phantom. This
may have contributed, as a partial volume effect, to the slight
discrepancy in the skull attenuation coefficients of the human
and RSD phantom, as can be seen in Figure 1.

Attenuation in Projections
The CoV of the percentage BSH count loss in Table 1 is

significantly more than that of percentage total count loss. This
indicates that, although the fluctuation of total count loss
remains relatively small, the attenuation caused by BSH is
highly nonuniform.

The issue of scatter was not addressed. SPECT scans have
only detector collimation and contain scattered photons. Con
sequently, they are subject to broad-beam attenuation. The
yTCT scans, however, have the benefit of simultaneous source
and detector collimation, which largely eliminates scatter in the
yTCT scans; they are a measure of narrow-beam attenuation
coefficients (Â¡3). Strictly speaking, then, because the SPECT
and yTCT data were acquired under different conditions, the
yTCT data cannot be properly used to measure attenuation in
SPECT projections without modifying the narrow-beam atten
uation coefficients to broad-beam coefficients. Broad-beam

attenuation coefficients are, however, geometry-dependent.
They are anisotropic and vary with projection angle, and so, no
tomographic technique for measuring them has been devised.

Evaluation of Uniform Attenuation Correction
The plot of the normalized activity against ju (Fig. 6A) has

three important characteristics that are common to each UAC:

1. The normalized activity of the inner ROI, beta, increases
with pi, whereas the outer ROI, alpha, decreases.

2. The normalized activities for ROIs alpha and beta intersect at values of ju,lower than 0.12 cm~ '. These results are

consistent with the parabolic fit analysis, discussed below.
3. The normalized ROI activities do not intersect at a relative

activity of one, indicating that the UACs cannot achieve
volumetric relative quantification. In fact, each intersec
tion is always greater than unity; cerebellar activity is
always underestimated with respect to cortical activity.

As indicated in Table 2, for ideal relative quantification, a
smaller value of Â¡xwas needed to correct for attenuation in a
cerebellar slice than in a cortical slice. This result is contrary to
previous speculation (16) and is counterintuitive because the

1.25
A) Normalized cortical activity B) Cortical

C) Cerebellar

FIGURE 6. (A) Investigation of the
effect of UAC on relative quantifica
tion. (B,C) Cortical and cerebellar im
ages, respectively, of the RSD phan
tom filled with a uniform solution of
"Te in water. The two cortical ROIs

(a and ÃŸin B) were normalized to a
cerebellar ROI (y in C). The normal
ized activities show how the choice of
/x affects the accuracy of volumetric
relative quantification. This variation is
plotted for ChangO-HC (â€¢),which

was found to be best. Also shown are
the intersection points for ChangO-BC
(D), Changl-BC (*), Changl-HC (â€¢)
and Sorenson (+).
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TABLE 2
Selection of Optimal p. Based on a Parabolic Equation

Optimal fi (cm1)UAC*ChangOChangOChanglChang

1SorensonContourBCHCBCHCBCCortical0.0810.0890.0610.0770.034Cerebellar0.0620.0780.0490.0670.021

'For each UAC, optimal jus were lower than the soft tissue fi of 0.12 cm 1.

In addition, /us optimized for cerebellar slices always were lower than ^ts
optimized for cortical slices.

cerebellar slice is surrounded by thicker bone structures than is
the cortical slice. This effect of thick bone on UAC effect was
first noticed by Nicholson et al. (20) and was later experimen
tally demonstrated by Kemp et al. (9). It also can be theoreti
cally shown for a disk of uniformly attenuating material,
containing a uniform distribution of radioactivity, that the /u.
required to best correct for attenuation decreases as outer layers
of attenuating material, free of radioactivity, are added. The
Appendix shows that this applies to both the ChangO and
Sorenson UACs. This result is consistent with the findings ofKemp et al. (9), who indicate that a /x of 0.09 cm"1 produced

the best attenuation correction when a dry human skull phantom
containing a uniform solution of radioactivity is imaged. Fur
thermore, the theory predicts that the optimal ju. for the RSD
phantom should be lower than that for the dry skull because the
x-ray CT profiles in Figure 2 indicate that the RSD phantom
possesses a scalp, whereas the dry skull phantom does not.
Additionally, as mentioned earlier, our findings indicate that the
bone attenuation coefficients of the dry skull phantom are
considerably less than those found in the RSD phantom and invivo. This explains why our cortical optimal Â¡iof 0.069 cm" '

for the Sorenson-corrected profile from the RSD phantom was
lower than what was previously reported for the dry skull
phantom.The data presented indicates that using a ju.of 0.12 cm"1, as

is common practice, results in an overestimated relative count
density in the central regions of the brain, as compared with
peripheral regions. The magnitude of the resulting error de
pends on the UAC and object contours used. In some cases,

however, the error can be larger than the measured regional
cerebral blood flow deficits from patients with dementia, which
is approximately 10% (2). More importantly, it has been shown
that the optimal ^i is slice-dependent, due to variations in the
axial geometry of the head. Uniform attenuation correction
cannot, therefore, simultaneously achieve relative quantifica
tion in more than one transaxial slice, unless the optimal JLIis
identical for the slices in question. This clearly presents a
problem when relative counts from ROIs are measured across
multiple slices (1,17) or volume data are resliced to extract
anatomically important planes (2.21).

CONCLUSION
The errors in relative quantification caused by an attenuation

correction that assumes the head to be a uniformly attenuating
medium were found to be up to 20%, which is larger than
regional cerebral blood flow deficits often reported in patients
with dementia. Thus, the use of these attenuation corrections
limits the accuracy of relative quantification and confounds the
correlation between diagnosing dementia using brain SPECT
compared to diagnosis by neuropsychological tests, such as the
Dementia Rating Scale (22).

Clinically, many nonuniform attenuation corrections are used
for SPECT scans involving organs found in the torso. Consid
ering that quantification in brain SPECT is gaining importance
in receptor imaging and diagnosing dementia, it is important
that these techniques be extended to include the head.
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APPENDIX

Mathematical Model
Improved single-slice relative quantification in brain SPECT

relies on properly selecting the attenuation coefficient that is used
in the Chang and Sorenson uniform attenuation corrections. The
purpose of this Appendix is to show that the optimal selection of

5000
A) ROI profiles

B) Cortical ROI

32 64 96

Position [pixel]

128

FIGURE 7. (A) Sample profiles taken
from a ROI in a cortical slice (gray ROI
in B). The profiles indicate the attenu
ation correction achieved by
ChangO-HC with Â¿x= 0.089 cnrr1 (â€”)
and Sorenson with ^ = 0.034 cm 1

(â€”).These values of n were opti
mized for this cortical slice by fitting
parabolas to the black ROI in B.
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FIGURE 1a. (A) Mathematical head phantom in which the brain contains a
uniform distribution of activity. (B) Projection without attenuation, Proj (â€”);
attenuated by brain tissue, ProjST (â€” ); and attenuated by brain and skull,

Â«CB(â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢)â€¢

this attenuation coefficient is considerably dependent upon skull
thickness.

The mathematical phantom presented assumes that the shape of
the head can be approximated by a circle. Consider first the
"brain": a circle ST with radius rST,horizontally centered at x = 0

and filled with a uniform concentration of radioactivity of C (in
Bq/cm1), as indicated in Figure la. Defining 0, to be a function of

horizontal position, x, as:

0i(x) = cos Eq. la

allows ST's unattenuated projection (in the +y direction in Fig.

8A) to be expressed as:

= 2-rST-C-sin[0,(x)]. Eq. 2a

We also write the vertical pathlength through ST as a function of
horizontal position to be:

= 2 -rST-sin [0|(x)]. Eq. 3a

Note that for all equations, |x| < rST.Given that ST is characterized
by an attenuation coefficient piST,the attenuated projection is:

PST(X)
f + (L(x)/2>= c'

* -<L<x)/2)

exp Â¿IST dy. Eq. 4a

A "skull" can be added to the phantom by surrounding ST with

a concentric annulus, CB, representing cortical bone, with inner
radius rST and outer radius rCB. Noting that the angle 02 can De
written as:

x

ICB
Eq. 5a

allows the vertical pathlength between two points on the outer
perimeter of the annulus that are on opposite sides of the x-axis to
be expressed as:

= 2TCB-sin[02(x)]. Eq. 6a

The resulting attenuated projection of the activity can now be
written in terms of PST(x), d(x) and the attenuation coefficient of
the annulus, /XCB:

PST+CB(X)= exp -
(d(x)/2)

(L(x)/2)

â€¢PST(X). Eq. 7a

This equation approximates an acquired projection of a brain
SPECT scan. The emitted signal from a distribution of radiophar-
maceutical (uniform in this case) is attenuated both by the
homogeneous medium within which it is contained and, subse
quently, by a homogeneous medium that is external to the radio-
pharmaceutical distribution.

The prereconstruction Sorenson UAC applies a multiplicative
term to modify PST+CB(X)(â€¢*)â€¢The corrected attenuated projection,
given /j., is:

SPST+CBl -exp[-fi-L(x)] PST+CB(X). Eq. 8a

We now address the issue of how to properly assign a value to
/A. Both P(x) and SPST+CB(x)can be normalized to their peaks,
(NP(x) and NSPST+CB(x),respectively) clearly occurring at x = 0,
as follows:

P(x)

and

NSPST+CB(X)=
SPST+CB,(or

Eq. 9a

Eq. lOa

In selecting ju.,one would intuitively expect that attenuation may be
best compensated for by minimizing the difference between NP(x)
and NSPST( CB(x).This optimal /u,,juÂ°PT,is defined as that Â¡j,which

minimizes the root mean-square (RMS) error between NP(x) and
NSPST+CB(x):

MOPT= min
il/2\

[NP(x) - NSPST+CB(x)]2dx Eq. Ila

The multiplicative Chang UAC (4) was evaluated using an RMS
metric similar to Equation 1la; however, the integral is evaluated
across the reconstructed object rather than a projection of the
object. Because the Chang UAC is a postreconstruction algorithm,
the derivation of its RMS metric is too lengthy for presentation in
this Appendix.

Relating the variables to brain imaging, at the gamma-ray energy
for WmTc, which is 140 keV, /*ST = 0.12 cm"1 (23) and fi^ =
0.28 cm ' (18,19). The effect of skull thickness was examined by
varying skull thickness between 0 cm and 1 cm; thus, 5.5 -s rCB S

6.5 cm.

Results
Plotting ju.OPTfor skull thicknesses of 0-1 cm, as shown in

Figure 2a, shows several important characteristics:
1. //)PT = /XSTfor the Sorenson UAC when skull thickness is 0

cm. This was expected because this UAC is analytically
correct for a uniform source in a homogeneous object.
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FIGURE 2a. Decrease of optimal n as skull thickness increases. Curves
shown are for Chang (â€”)and Sorenson ( ) UACs.

2. /ior>1 is a monotonically decreasing function for both the

Chang and Sorenson UACs. Therefore, as the skull thickness
increases, ;u.must decrease if optimal attenuation correction
is to be maintained, not increase, as has been previously
suggested (16).

It should be noted that the minimum RMS error (data not shown)
equals zero only for the Sorenson UAC and a skull thickness of 0
cm (and increases almost linearly with CB thickness); thus, relative
quantification within a slice can only be achieved by a UAC for a
homogeneous medium.

Our method selects JAOPTonly by minimizing the RMS error

between two normalized projections; a criterion for measuring how
both skull thickness and the Sorenson and Chang UACs affect
average count density has not been investigated. Clearly, Equation
7a indicates a reduction in count density as skull thickness
increases, as is common in the cerebellar regions of the skull. The
Chang and Sorenson UACs, however, increase the average count
density as fi is increased. Because reducing JLIis necessary to better
correct for the nonuniform effects of attenuation within a slice with
a thicker skull, improving relative quantification within that slice
can only be done at the expense of reducing its average count
density, as has been experimentally demonstrated (9). Furthermore,
if skull thickness varies between slices, then this result indicates
that volumetric relative quantification using UAC cannot be
achieved. Kemp et al. (9) have proposed a modification to the
Sorenson algorithm that separately compensates for the attenuating

effects of soft tissue and the skull; however, the spatial distribution
of the skull must be known a priori.
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